AZUANMOVIL
AZUANMOVIL is a security solution for monitoring application delivery in
mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets. In this way, it ensures
transactional application is not subject to fraud as a result of end user behavior.
AZUANMOVIL can be delivered based on a SDK to protect existing
mobile applications, or as a native application specialized in introducing and
securing transactional applications. Both models ensure 100% coverage for
customers and users.
With AZUANMOVIL, you will
also be able to convert users' mobile
devices into authentication pieces with
no need to invest in additional hardware,
given its capability to identify transaction
source.

Adaptable: AZUANMOVIL adapts to your business requirements, reducing the impact on
the end user's experience.
Multiplatform: AZUAN MOVIL runs in Apple iOS and Google Android environments.
Updates: Updates are based on business rules and are automatized in authorized stores.

BENEFITS
Users can safely access, anywhere, with no need to set restriction policies.
AZUAN technology portability enables you to rapidly increase your online user database.
The prevention scheme implemented by AZUANMOVIL drastically reduces protection
costs against digital fraud.

AZUANMOVIL

RELEVANT CHARACTERISTICS

AZUANMOVIL

FEATURES
Isolation: It creates a secure on-demand
space in host operating systems (Sandbox OS), where
processes and applications eventually protected are run.
This isolation ensures that something with no expressed
permission is absolutely forbidden.
Proprietary Protocol: It prevents target
phishing and attacks such as MITM, ensuring source
and target validity for all the transactions.
Direct Access Control: It blocks the execution
of malicious codes, as well as any direct access related
to browser functionalities.
Clipboard Control: It protects sensitive
transaction information by preventing data loss from this
isolated environment.

Blocking Processes: Functionality managing
which processes are run, while application control is
running.
Writing Block: This feature prevents disk writing
while application control is running.
Geolocalization: It enables mobile device
localization and, based on the customer's deﬁnition, allows
whether to access application or not according to the current
device coordinates.
Unique Device Identiﬁcation: Once a device gains
access to the transactional platform, it is recorded in Azuan
infrastructure and can be used as a second authentication
factor, strengthening user authentication processes.

Collecting Computer Hardware Information:
Relevant data, including disk serials, USB device and
Bluetooth serials and Mac Addresses, etc., enable to
generate a detailed log of device initiating connection.
Navigation Cache Deletion: Criminals are not
aware of the intended transaction destination during
isolation execution, or even after closing it.

AZUANMOVIL
OPERATING SYSTEMS
- IOS 5+
- ANDROID 4+
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